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Release Notes
Issue #

Category

Found In
Release

Module

258415

Feature
Enhancement

N/A

Add & Edit

257951

Feature
Enhancement

N/A

LDAP

258249

Product Bug

7.0.7

Add & Edit

Title

Release Note

Aliased fields and *Add New*

Previously when there was a field and an alias of the field
on the same form, you could configure the field with the
*Add New* attribute. However, when a new value was
added to the field, it was not propogated to the aliased
field until the form was refreshed or a new screen was
generated. An improvement has been made to propogate
the new value to the alias field as soon as it has been
created.
Allow LDAP to upsert existing user accounts upon sign on Previously, ExtraView user information was pulled from
LDAP only at the time a new user signed into ExtraView.
If the LDAP account was changed (email address, title,
etc.) this information was not updated automatically in
their ExtraView user account settings. Now, the user
information is upserted upon each sign on by each user.
When uploading data into document and image fields, the The specification is now as follows:
Description field was required
If PR_ADD_PROBLEM.ATTACH_FILE_DESC is writable,
then the description for all upload objects is permitted, but
not required on the ADD page.
If PR_ADD_PROBLEM.ATTACH_FILE_DESC is neither
writable nor readable, then the description for all upload
objects is not shown on the ADD page.
If PR_RESOLUTION.ATTACH_FILE_DESC is writable,
then the description for all upload objects is required on
the EDIT page.
If PR_RESOLUTION.ATTACH_FILE_DESC is writable,
then the description for all upload objects is permitted, but
not required on the EDIT page.

246925

Product Bug

6.6.4

BatchMail

257206

Product Bug

6.6.5

Business Rules
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If PR_RESOLUTION.ATTACH_FILE_DESC is neither
writable nor readable, then the description for all upload
objects is not shown on the EDIT page.
BatchMail started but did not process emails
This was a problem at a single customer site. BatchMail
has been changed to get a new connection before
starting each directory scan, and to close the connection
at the end of the scan. Also a SMTP timeout was added
to the connection properties so BatchMail does not hang
indefinitely if the mail server ignores it.
Business rules triggered even though the field referenced This happened only when processing issues within an
did not change
import file. The fields affected were all HTML Area
display fields. The file import process was converting
x0dx0a to x0a, dropping the carriage return. This was
normally okay, but not okay within a quoted string. Now
ExtraView recognizes and passes through the x0d as part
of the data.
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Release Notes
Issue #

Category

Found In
Release

Module
Database

Title

258461

Product Bug

7.0.4

Timeout when attempting to edit a user defined field of
type "custom" in the data dictionary

257840

Product Bug

6.6

258221

Product Bug

7.0.4

LDAP

LDAP_SYNCHRONIZE_TASK errors in log file

258495

Product Bug

7.0

LDAP

Initial upsert of user did not work when the user selected
on add/edit page

257565

Product Bug

7.0.5

Perforce
Integration

258101

Product Bug

6.6.3

Search / Report

File Import (GUI) Errors observed with file import utility

Integration errors with Perforce with version
2012.1/490371 (2012/07/02)
Custom search results were limited to 200 records

Release Note
This happened on a site where there was a very large
number of fields and field values. Unnecessary SQL was
being executed in the case of custom fields.
This was traced to more than one user performing file
imports at the same time, and interference between the
different imports was occuring due to the sharing of
resources on the server. This has been fixed.
ExtraView was trying to upsert information within its
database that was retrieved from the LDAP server.
However, the information on the LDAP server was
incomplete and ExtraView could not be updated, causing
the error in the log. Now, we do not attempt to update
ExtraView if information in the LDAP server is missing or
inaccurate.
This only happened on the first occasion a user was
referenced on the page or within a transaction. This has
been fixed.
This new version of Perforce introduced errors which
were not present with the old version. We have worked
around the problem and have a patch for the integration.
This refers to searches being performed from within Add
or Edit pages. Now, the limit in place uses the existing
behavior setting named LIMIT_QUERY_ROWS.

Count: 11 records
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